
STUDIO RED WELLNESS PRACTITIONERS

Kirsty van de Geer

 

Kirsty has had a love of movement from her early years as
a gymnast and dancer. She has trained extensively in the
practices of Yin and Vinyasa and is a skilled teacher
trainer and mentor. 

Kirsty's understanding of bone variation and fascial
tension allows her to skilfully guide all body types into a
practice that supports the unique shape, history and
injury that students may bring to their mats. Her Yin
classes are deeply nourishing and offer students an
opportunity for contemplation in a supportive
environment. Her dynamic yoga classes will often blend
elements of free movement, QiGong and classic yoga for
her students to explore the various pathways to opening
up the body and its energetic channels, and to build a
deeper body awareness for greater ease and grace.

Kirsty is available for private sessions and can focus on
the following: 

·  Injury support
·  Increased strength and stability 
·  Increased mobility
·  Stress resilience
·  Meditation
·  Breath work
·  Relaxation
·  Self massage (MFR)
·  Foundations of yoga poses
·  All levels, from total beginner to advanced

Practitioners are available for 1 hour private bookings at $100 per session. Limited availability. 
Contact holly@studioredwellness.com to secure your bookings. 



Sandra Palmer

 

Sandra Palmer is a yoga teacher and Registered
Psychologist. She was drawn to yoga by the calmness and
clarity it provided her and is curious about the interface
of yoga and psychology to support wellbeing. Sandra has
completed 500-hour yoga training and has completed her
full 2-year iRest certification program. She teaches ACC
funded Trauma Sensitive Yoga, yin and restorative yoga. 
 
Sandra is available for private sessions and can focus on
the following:

·  Embodied Stress management – resourcing you to settle
your nervous systems using body, mind and breath
modalities 
·  Gentle yoga
·  Hanna Somatics*
·  Breathwork
·  Meditations – based on anything going on in your life
·  Embodied resourcing – finding ways to resource people 
 through using the body
·  Supporting people in Living with Purpose – heart felt
desire explorations
·  Targeted iRest practices – finding a place of wellbeing
inside you
· Embodied self-care conversations 

*Somatics in the tradition of Thomas Hanna
Most of us have some muscle tension in the body we are not aware of.  
Our experiences in life, in particular stress and trauma affect our whole body and mind, creating
chronically held tight muscles based around three reflex patterns. This also happens after injuries
and surgeries. After a while, the brain cannot sense into these tightly held muscles – what Hanna
called Sensory Motor Amnesia or a “habituated state of forgetfulness”. Somatics (in the tradition of
Thomas Hanna) is a series of movement patterns which help the brain sense back into these tight
muscles so we can learn to walk and move with more ease. Somatics is great for those with aches
and niggles, those who do a lot of sport (and have tight muscles as a result) and those living with
chronic pain.
These 1-1 sessions can help you identify which reflex pattern you fall into and teach you some
movement patterns to address them. Audio recordings of these patterns will be provided so you can
continue to practice at home.

Practitioners are available for 1 hour private bookings at $100 per session. Limited availability. 
Contact holly@studioredwellness.com to secure your bookings. 



Sammy Harper

 

Samantha is a professional massage therapist born and
raised in New Zealand. Her purpose is to support client’s
health by promoting positive overall well-being and
helping individuals understand the benefits of massage
and recovery through the different styles of massage she
offers. 

Samantha holds a Diploma in Health and Relaxation 2017
and a Diploma in Clinical Therapeutics 2018 from the
New Zealand College of Massage.

She provides massage from her own busy Harper Therapy
clinic, as well as for professional athletes including NRL
teams, competitive boxers and Emirates Team New
Zealand. 

Samantha is a passionate healer with an alternative
approach, dedicated to helping clients move through a
wide range of physical, emotional, and spiritual
transitions in the most efficient and trans-formative way
possible.

Samantha offers a full range of massage therapy
including: 

·  sports massage 
·  trigger point therapy 
·  deep tissue 
·  myo-fascial release
·  relaxation

Practitioners are available for 1 hour private bookings at $100 per session. Limited availability. 
Contact holly@studioredwellness.com to secure your bookings. 



Samantha Veitch 

 

Samantha's love of yoga stems from a place of seeking
movement that is both mindful, stimulating, expressive
and allows space for growth both physically and
energetically.

She incorporates elements of yogic philosophy whilst
integrating that of her own Māori culture within the
depths of her classes to create a fusion of ancient
indigenous knowledge, combined with the art of asana.
Samantha is trained in HIIT Pilates and found that
introducing it into her personal wellness routine has
enhanced both strength and stability in a mindful way.

 For Samantha, the combination of teaching both Yoga
and Pilates provides an all-encompassing wellness
experience where they complement each other to help
strengthen and grow each practice. She is excited to share
this with you.

Practitioners are available for 1 hour private bookings at $100 per session. Limited availability. 
Contact holly@studioredwellness.com to secure your bookings. 


